2002 jeep grand cherokee evap system diagram

One of the most common trouble codes with the Jeep Grand Cherokee is the P code. P
Indicates that there is a small leak in the evaporative emission control system. It often appears
with, or is related other codes, such as P , P , and very often P P is normally not an immediate
threat to the drive-ability of your Grand Cherokee. These leaks can be really small. This means
that regardless of which make or model of vehicle, the code will mean the same thing Grand
Cherokee or not. The code technically stands for:. The EVAP system captures all fuel vapor
from the fuel tank and sends them to the engines intake in order to be ignited in the normal
combustion process. P code will typically not be accompanied by any noticeable symptoms
other than the smell of gas and the service engine soon light. The EVAP system deals directly
with fuel vapors. There are many things that can cause the P trouble code to trigger in your
Jeep Grand Cherokee. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code, presented
in order somewhat from most to least likely:. A mechanic has a wide range of instruments at his
disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your Jeep Grand Cherokee. Here are the
most common things that are done to diagnose the code:. Of all the items listed above, it would
be wise to start with the gas cap and work your way to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and
away the easiest and least expensive items to replace on here. Good luck figuring out what is
causing your Jeep Grand Cherokee to throw the P code. We hope this helps. If there is anything
that you feel like you could add, please feel free to leave a comment below. You could have a
fuel leak. Pay extra attention to your tank level and make sure you are not leaking fuel. If you
feel like there is anything that you could add to this article, please leave a comment below. The
code technically stands for: System Small Leak â€” Evaporative Emission System The EVAP
system captures all fuel vapor from the fuel tank and sends them to the engines intake in order
to be ignited in the normal combustion process. You should particularly notice the smell of fuel
around the fuel tank area or fuel filler tube. This will cause the P code. Look for either a tear or
hole in it. This is one of the most common issues that causes the code. Vapor Canister Purge
Valve â€” One of the most common causes of the P code is the vapor canister purge valve.
There are a few clips that you need to find and remove. Fuel Tank Sending Unit â€” It is possible
for the gasket that attaches the fuel sending unit to the gas tank to go bad. This can reduce tank
pressure and throw the code. Fuel Cap â€” A bad fuel cap can cause the code to be thrown for
sure. If you are getting that message, plus a P, it may save you a ton of time and money to
replace the fuel cap and see if it goes away. Fuel Filler Neck â€” There is often a gasket where
the fuel filler neck connects with the gas tank. This gasket can dry out, especially with vehicles
that spend their time in dry climates. P Diagnosis- Jeep Grand Cherokee A mechanic has a wide
range of instruments at his disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your Jeep
Grand Cherokee. Here are the most common things that are done to diagnose the code: The
mechanic will typically check to see if there are any other trouble codes. The more trouble
codes there are, the easier it can be to diagnose a problem. After ascertaining what trouble
codes appear with the P, the mechanic will typically inspect the EVAP system. This includes the
purge valve, line, and canister. The mechanic will inspect the gas cap to make sure that it can
handle pressure. The fuel tank pressure will be checked and monitored. Is P a Serious
Concern? One of the most common trouble codes with the Jeep Cherokee is the P code. This
trouble code references a number that is given to you when you plug your Cherokee into a
OBD2 scanner, and has to do with the emissions system. It often appears with, or is related
other codes, such as P , P , P, and very often P P is normally not an immediate threat to the
drive-ability of your Cherokee. This means that regardless of which make or model of vehicle,
the code will mean the same thing Cherokee or not. The code technically stands for:. The EVAP
system captures all fuel vapor from the fuel tank and sends them to the engines intake in order
to be ignited in the normal combustion process. P code will typically not be accompanied by
any noticeable symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service engine soon light. You
may notice the slightest dip in fuel economy as well. The EVAP system deals directly with fuel
vapors. There are many things that can cause the P trouble code to trigger in your Jeep
Cherokee. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code:. A mechanic has a
wide range of instruments at his disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your Jeep
Cherokee. Here are the most common things that are done to diagnose the code:. Of all the
items listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap and work your way to the fuel tank,
since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least expensive items to replace on here.
Good luck figuring out what is causing your Jeep Cherokee to throw the P code. We hope this
helps. If there is anything that you feel like you could add, please feel free to leave a comment
below. You could have a fuel leak. Pay extra attention to your tank level and make sure you are
not leaking fuel. The code technically stands for: System Gross Leak Evaporative Emission
System The EVAP system captures all fuel vapor from the fuel tank and sends them to the
engines intake in order to be ignited in the normal combustion process. Jeep Cherokee P OBDII

Code Symptoms The service engine soon light is often the only sign that the P code has been
triggered P code will typically not be accompanied by any noticeable symptoms other than the
smell of gas and the service engine soon light. You should particularly notice the smell of fuel
around the fuel tank area or fuel filler tube. This will cause the P code. Look for either a tear or
hole in it. This is one of the most common issues that causes the code Vapor Canister Purge
Valve â€” One of the most common causes of the P code is the vapor canister purge valve.
There are a few clips that you need to find and remove. Faulty Charcoal Canister â€” The
charcoal canister is often the cause of P Fuel Tank Sending Unit â€” It is possible for the gasket
that attaches the fuel sending unit to the gas tank to go bad. This can reduce tank pressure and
throw the code. Fuel Cap â€” A bad fuel cap can cause the code to be thrown for sure. If you are
getting that message, plus a P, it may save you a ton of time and money to replace the fuel cap
and see if it goes away. Fuel Filler Neck â€” There is often a gasket where the fuel filler neck
connects with the gas tank. This gasket can dry out, especially with vehicles that spend their
time in dry climates. P Diagnosis- Jeep Cherokee A mechanic has a wide range of instruments
at his disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your Jeep Cherokee. Here are the
most common things that are done to diagnose the code: The mechanic will typically check to
see if there are any other trouble codes. The more trouble codes there are, the easier it can be
to diagnose a problem. After ascertaining what trouble codes appear with the P, the mechanic
will typically inspect the EVAP system. This includes the purge valve, line, and canister. The
mechanic will inspect the gas cap to make sure that it can handle pressure. The fuel tank
pressure will be checked and monitored. Most Common P Fixes Here are the most common
Cherokee P fixes: Gas cap replacement EVAP line replacement Replace charcoal canister
Replace the fuel tank Of all the items listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap and
work your way to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least
expensive items to replace on here. Is P a Serious Concern? Jeep liberty evap system parts.
Anyone have problems with evap system on grand cherokee limited. Jeep liberty engine
diagram. As part of the evap system it effectively stores fuel vapors from the gas tank and. Jeep
grand cherokee evap system diagram. Request for diagram for grand cherokee evap system.
Can you tell me where the evap vent solenoid is located on a jeep grand cherokee laredo with a
40 engine. Freon leaking out cant see visual oil leak but evap condensate water feels oily.
Charcoal canister hoses jeep. Your emission evaporative control system components in alldata
pro version and theres none listed could be a. Stay emissions compliant and avoid check
engine lights with our great selection of jeep grand cherokee emission control parts. Video on
diagnosing and repairing code p evap system gross or large leak detected and p evap small
leak detected on a jeep grand cherokee laredo. Evapemission codesleak answered by a verified
jeep mechanic. I have a small and large leak. Looking for details about jeep grand cherokee
evap system diagram. All the hoses under the hood have been replaced gas cap some hoses
behind the drivers side tire and the purge solenoid. Have jeep grand cherokee laredo 2wd 40
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have most likely been set by an actual leak in the evaporative emissions system. We have
premium components to keep you legal. Most likely what happened is the leak slowly developed
and got larger over time. Looking for a good diagram with explanation if possible of the evap
system on a grand cherokee and my codes went away p and p Jeep Liberty Fuel System. Jeep
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